Introduction
Water flow in rivers is governed by gravitational forces that drive flow downslope and forces due to frictional resistance at the riverbed and banks. Frictional forces at the riverbed are, in turn, major controls on flow velocity, flow depth, and the rate of sediment transport [e.g., Manning, 1891; Bagnold, 1966; Einstein and Barbarossa, 1952] . In bedrock-beded rivers, these frictional forces also control the rate of bedrock erosion by plucking of fractured rock and abrasion by impacting particles traveling in bedload or suspended load [e.g., Whipple et al., 2000; Sklar and Dietrich, 2004; Lamb et al., 2008a] . Fluvial bedrock erosion, in turn, drives the evolution of landscapes with broad implications for the interplay between tectonics, climate, and topography [e.g., Howard and Kerby, 1983; Whipple, 2004; Egholm et al., 2013] . Direct and continuous measurements of near-bed hydraulic forces and sediment transport are notoriously difficult to make, especially in mountain streams, and there is a need to develop new methods to monitor rivers remotely [Rickenmann and Recking, 2011; Rickenmann et al., 2012; Turowski and Rickenmann, 2011] .
Of the possible mechanisms that may generate ground motion from water flow, here we focus on the generation of seismic waves in the 1-100 Hz frequency range from frictional forces at the riverbed due to turbulent river flow interacting with boundary roughness caused by coarse sediment. We focus on this mechanism because (1) no models yet exist for water flow generated seismic noise and we need a starting point, (2) bed shear stress is of interest due to its role in determining river hydraulics, sediment transport, and bedrock erosion, and (3) because we believe it may be the most important water flow noise generation mechanism for the 1-100 Hz frequency range (as discussed below). Near-bed turbulence may generate noise outside of the 1-100 Hz range (e.g., due to coherent flow structures [Nikora, 2011; Marquis and Roy, 2013; Venditti et al., 2013] ); however, here we focus on the 1-100 Hz frequency range because (1) it overlaps with observations of putative water flow-induced noise [Burtin et al., 2008 [Burtin et al., , 2011 Schmandt et al., 2013] ; (2) it overlaps with observations of putative bedload-induced noise [Burtin et al., 2008 [Burtin et al., , 2011 Hsu et al., 2011] for which a model for water flow-induced noise is needed to isolate the bedload signal; and (3) it is the spectral range in most rivers where turbulent flow theory is particularly well developed (i.e., the inertial subrange [Kolmogorov, 1941] ). In addition to near-bed frictional forces, sound waves generated within the water layer are expected to be converted to seismic waves at the water-ground boundary. Potential sources of sound may include cavitation [Whipple et al., 2000] , i.e., the implosion of air bubbles, and/or the fluctuating internal stresses in the water caused by turbulent flow, commonly called aerodynamic or hydrodynamic sound [Lighthill, 1952; Curle, 1955] . Our preliminary analysis of the hydrodynamic sound contribution to seismic noise suggests that the induced power is to be orders of magnitude lower than recorded, and thus can be ignored relative to other sources. It is important to notice, however, that hydrodynamic sound certainly significantly affects the water flow-induced noise recorded by high-frequency acoustic sensors deployed in situ, such as microphones [Belleudy et al., 2010] , but these measurements are distinct from ground motion measured by seismometers.
Water flow-generated ground motion may also come from processes occurring at the river's free surface. Schmandt et al. [2013] suggested that fluid-air interactions such as breaking waves, recorded in the air by microphone measurements, may generate significant seismic noise in the frequency range of interest. Moreover, large boulders, boulder clusters, or bedrock steps may induce gravity waves and generate pressure fluctuations at bed. Estimates of the wavelengths associated with gravity waves expected in Hance Rapids of Grand Canyon (United States) suggest that seismic noise caused by these waves is likely to operate at frequencies lower than 1 Hz, which is outside of our spectral range of interest. Wave breaking and capping, however, have relevant timescales that may strongly depend on wave size and are not well constrained. Though we do not have evidence as to whether breaking waves are likely or not to generate significant seismic noise in the 1 to 100 Hz frequency range, we do not account for this process in the present study.
The next section of this paper presents a new model for seismic noise generation by forces at the riverbed caused by the interaction of turbulent flow and boundary roughness. Section 3 explores the model results in terms of peak frequency and amplitude for water flow-generated noise at the Trisuli River, Nepal, and compares results to the bedload transport generated noise model of Tsai et al. [2012] . In section 4 we apply the model to the field measurements of Schmandt et al. [2013] at Hance Rapids on the Colorado River. We GIMBERT ET AL. ©2014 . American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved. . The turbulent intensity carried by these eddies is proportional to the macroscopic shearing rate of the water layer within the bed roughness.
show that the amplitude and spectral properties of forces applied by the turbulent flow on riverbed grains, up to now only measurable in dedicated flume experiments [Nelson et al., 2001; Schmeeckle et al., 2007] , can be monitored in the field using seismic observations. From knowledge of hydrological parameters at Hance Rapids, specific features of the seismic observations reported by Schmandt et al. [2013] can be predicted by the water flow-induced noise model we propose. Also, the strong dependency of our model predictions on local water flow depth supports the fact that local water flow depth or bed shear stress can be inverted from seismic measurements.
Model
In this section, we present the derivation of a mechanical model accounting for the first-order physics that generates water flow-induced seismic noise in rivers in the 1-100 Hz frequency band due to turbulent water flow interacting with roughness along the riverbed. Refer to Appendix Notation for a summary of all variables, physical quantities, and mathematical functions defined in the following derivation.
In this model, we aim to calculate the total noise power spectral density (PSD) generated at a given seismic station from stresses applied by the flow-moving past spherical riverbed grains of various sizes. We assume that the riverbed roughness is dominated by grain-scale roughness and that all grain sizes on the bed can be transported, which is typical for gravel-bed rivers (e.g., Parker [1991] ). As a consequence, we disregard rivers exhibiting step-pool morphology or bedforms, for which we do not expect our model to be applicable. Pressure differentials caused by turbulent flow create normal and shear stresses at all locations along the surface of any exposed grain. The average force resulting from the contribution of all stresses applied to a given grain is commonly described as a combination of an average drag forceF D and an average lift forcē F L . To describe these forces, we introduce the three dimensional Cartesian coordinate system with directions 1 (vertical), 2 (downstream), and 3 (cross stream) (see Figure 1) . The drag and lift forces are defined with respect to an average streamwise velocityū 2 (X 1 ) operating at elevation X 1 = D∕2 above the bed where D is the grain diameter (i.e.,ū 2 (X 1 ) is aligned with the grain center) and far enough upstream of the considered grain so that the velocity field is not disturbed [Nelson et al., 2001; Schmeeckle et al., 2007] .F D acts parallel toū 2 (X 1 ) over the normal surface A ⊥ , which corresponds to the projection of the grain on the plane whose normal is direction 2, whileF L acts perpendicular toū 2 (X 1 ) over the parallel surface A ∥ , which corresponds to the projection of the grain on the plane with normal direction 1 [Schlichting, 1979; Schmeeckle et al., 2007] (see Figure 1a) .F D andF L can be written as
where w = 1500 kg m −3 is the density of water andC D andC L are the average, standard, drag, and lift coefficients [Schlichting, 1979] . For simplicity, we assume that riverbed grains are entirely exposed to the flow, and that the area A in the case of the considered spherical particles is A = A ⊥ = A ∥ = D 2 ∕4.
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The validity of the average drag formulation of equation (1) in open channel flow configurations is supported by laboratory measurements [Nelson et al., 2001; Schmeeckle et al., 2007] that report a strong linear scaling between the measured average forceF D and the square of the measured average velocity (ū 2 (X 1 )) 2 . However, these same experiments do not report a significant scaling between the average lift force and the average streamwise velocity difference across the grain [Nelson et al., 2001; Schmeeckle et al., 2007] , suggesting that the Bernoulli effect caused by the average velocity gradient may not be the dominant mechanism that controls the average lift force.
Seismic waves are not generated by the average forces applied on riverbed grains but instead are generated by the fluctuating forces. On the basis of laboratory measurements conducted in an open channel flow, Schmeeckle et al. [2007] showed that a similar description as used for the average drag force (see equation (1)) also can be used for the instantaneous drag force
(t) corresponds to the fluctuating drag force. An instantaneous drag coefficient C D can be defined such that
where u 2 (t, X 1 ) is the instantaneous streamwise velocity that operates directly upstream of the grain (typically one particle diameter upstream). To our knowledge, an equivalent description for the fluctuating lift force has never been proposed, and a relevant instantaneous velocity that correlates with the instantaneous lift force could not be identified in the previous experiments of Schmeeckle et al. [2007] . Moreover, in addition to drag and lift, cross-stream force fluctuations (acting along direction 3, see Figure 1 ) are also expected to generate seismic waves.
In order to understand how the three components of fluctuating forces are incorporated into our analysis, it is convenient to first formalize the role that these different force components have in generating ground motion. From the instantaneous force history F i (t, x 0 ) applied along direction i on a given grain g located at x 0 in the channel, the ground velocity time seriesu g p (t, x) along direction p and at location x outside the channel can be described from Aki and Richards [2002] bẏ
where G pi (t) is the displacement Green's function that converts the force applied along direction i at x 0 into ground displacement along direction p in x, and ⊗ stands for time convolution. We denote the power spectral density (PSD) of the ground velocity time seriesu
, where subscript w will be used throughout to refer to water induced seismic noise as opposed to subscript b for bedload. P g w p (f , x) is defined in the frequency domain as
where
is the mean-square value of the time seriesu g p (t) once band-pass filtered within a frequency band df centered around the frequency f . The explicit role of the different force components in setting P g w p (f , x) can be seen by substituting equation (3) into equation (4), which leads to
is the Fourier transform of G pi (t). From equation (5), it can be seen that all three force components (i.e., i=1, 2 and 3) potentially contribute to each component p of ground motion. In addition, the ground motion power in direction p is also affected by the mean-square of the cross products of the force components. Since the turbulent flow field is likely to be correlated up to the grain scale (see section 2.1), one would expect that the force fluctuations in the various directions are correlated with each other. However, little is known about the extent to which the instantaneous forces in the three directions are correlated, nor it is known how the degree of correlation depends on frequency. Consequently, we make 
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is the PSD of the force time series F i (t, x 0 ) acting on a given grain. The total PSD P T w p (f , x) resulting from the contribution of all riverbed grains can be calculated by integrating the contribution of force time series F i (t, x 0 ) over the full grain size distribution and the full length of river R as
is the PSD of the force time series per unit length and per unit D.
We proceed with our formulation for the PSDs S g F i and S F i for i equals 1, 2, and 3 by first calculating the PSD S g F 2 of the fluctuating drag forces, since an appropriate description of the instantaneous drag force time series exists (see equation (2)). Then we address the cases i = 1 and i = 3 by assuming that the PSD S . This assumption is motivated by the fact that the frequency scaling exhibited by the Fourier spectrum of turbulent velocities is similar in any direction in the case of isotropic turbulence as considered here [Kolmogorov, 1941] . Thus, the frequency scaling of the force spectrum induced by these turbulent velocities is also expected to be similar in any direction. Furthermore, in a unidirectional flow, the downstream mean flow sets the production rate of turbulent kinetic energy through shear in the boundary layer, making turbulence in all three directions sensitive to the downstream velocity [Tennekes and Lumley, 1972] . The assumed direct correlation between the amplitude of lift and cross-stream force fluctuations and the streamwise velocity is supported by experiments performed on particles of various shapes immersed in a three-dimensional turbulent flow advected at a given average velocity [Vickery, 1966; Norberg, 2003; Naudascher and Rockwell, 2005] is also consistent with the measurements reported by Schmeeckle et al. [2007] , where the amplitude of the lift force fluctuations was of the same order of magnitude as the drag force fluctuations. By considering
, we also assume for simplicity that the instantaneous lift and cross-stream coefficients C L (denoted C 1 in the following) and C C (denoted C 3 in the following) are equal to the instantaneous drag coefficient C D defined in equation (2) (denoted C 2 in the following).
Since the force history F 2 (t, x 0 ) is governed by the instantaneous flow velocity time series u 2 (t, X 1 ) (see equation (2)), we first calculate the PSD S u 2 (f ,
, we calculate the PSD S F i for all directions. Finally, after having derived the appropriate Green's function G pi (f , x; x 0 ) in section 2.3, we predict the ground power P T w p (f , x) by solving equation (7) in section 2.4.
Flow Velocity Spectrum
In this section, we calculate the PSD S u 2 of flow velocity fluctuations in the streamwise direction, upstream of a given grain and in the seismic frequency range 1-100 Hz, since frequency will not change as pressure fluctuations caused by velocity fluctuations are converted into seismic waves.
For simplicity and because of the lack of knowledge about the turbulent flow field within the height of bed roughness above the bed, we assume that the elevation X 1 at which S u 2 (f , X 1 ) operates does not depend on the considered grain diameter D, and we write S u 2 (f ,
), where X r 1 corresponds to a reference elevation within the bed roughness. Here we set X r 1 = k s ∕2, where k s = 3D 50 [Kamphuis, 1974] corresponds to the roughness size (see Figure 1b) , D 50 being the median grain size. Under this rewriting, the velocity spectrum upstream of the different riverbed grains depends on the roughness size but is independent of grain size. The Reynolds decomposition of the instantaneous streamwise velocity u 2 (t, X 1 ) at elevation 0 < X 1 ≤ k s above the bed, i.e., within the roughness layer, is introduced by writing u 2 (t, X 1 ) =ū 2 (X 1 ) + u ′ 2 (t, X 1 ), whereū 2 (X 1 ) is the average streamwise velocity and u ′ 2 (t, X 1 ) is the fluctuating streamwise velocity.
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The depth variation ofū 2 in an open channel flow configuration is commonly described by a logarithmic profile [Schlichting, 1979] . However, as a result of grain-induced form drag [Wiberg and Smith, 1991] and fluid deformation (i.e., eddy viscosity) associated with wakes shed by particles [Lamb et al., 2008b] , this logarithmic profile likely only poorly represents the average flow velocities within the bed roughness [Nikora et al., 2001 [Nikora et al., , 2004 McLean and Nikora, 2006] . Instead, the average velocity profile therein depends on the relative roughness of the flow [Bayazit, 1976; Tsujimoto, 1991] defined as the ratio k s ∕H, where H is water flow depth (see Figure 1) . To describe the average streamwise velocityū 2 at elevation X 1 within the bed roughness, we use the semiempirical formulation proposed by Lamb et al. [2008b] 
where c̄u(X 1 ) =
and u * is the flow shear velocity at the bed.
Turbulence intensity, i.e., the root-mean-square of the fluctuating streamwise velocities
(t, X 1 ) 2 , is also affected by particle roughness. Accordingly, u 2 (X 1 ) exhibits a maximum value u 2 ,max near the top of the roughness layer, i.e., at X 1 ≈ k s [Raupach et al., 1991; Nikora and Goring, 2000; Nezu and Rodi, 1986] . The change in u 2 with decreasing elevation X 1 within the bed roughness is poorly known because turbulent velocity measurements are difficult to conduct there. Thus, we assume that u 2 does not depend on X 1 , and we denote u 2 = u 2 (X 1 ) = u 2 ,max as well as u
(t, X 1 ). Based on laboratory [Bayazit, 1976; Wang et al., 1993; Carollo et al., 2005] and field [Nikora and Goring, 2000; Legleiter et al., 2007] measurements that report significant variations of u 2 ,max with relative roughness k s ∕H, a dependence of u 2 with k s ∕H is introduced following the semiempirical formula derived in Lamb et al. [2008b] as
where c = 0.2
] .
For river flows, which are characterized by a large Reynolds number Re =ū 2 (X 1 )H∕ > 10 4 where is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid, kinetic energy inherited from the mean flow is transferred to small scales by means of turbulent eddies [Tennekes and Lumley, 1972; Nezu and Rodi, 1986; Venditti et al., 2013] . In such open channel flows, turbulent eddies form close to the riverbed from the large shear stress that operate there [Kline et al., 1967; Nakagawa and Nezu, 1981; Roy et al., 2004] . We approximate the macroscopic shearing at the origin of eddy formation by the one operating at the reference elevation X r 1 and write the associated production rate ℘ of turbulent kinetic energy per unit mass (in units of J s −1 kg −1 ) as
is the macroscopic mean rate of strain and u
is the Reynolds stress [Tennekes and Lumley, 1972] . After having formed, these eddies are ejected above the bed roughness and eventually enlarge by coalescence as they are conveyed downstream by the average flow [Yalin, 1992] . This burst-like formation process of these eddies at the bed followed by their coalescent growth occurs within a frequency range commonly referred as the productive range. As these eddies become comparable in size to the flow depth, they eventually break up into smaller eddies through a cascading process that allows energy to transfer down to smaller scales. The frequency range associated with this cascading process is commonly referred as the inertial subrange [Kolmogorov, 1941] , within which energy is transferred down to a minimum spatial scale (the Kolmogorov microscale) at which the energy can be dissipated through viscous friction. The kinetic energy dissipated (per unit mass) at the Kolmogorov microscale is defined as
is the turbulent rate of strain evaluated along direction j for velocity in direction i [Tennekes and Lumley, 1972] . Assuming an idealized steady, homogeneous, and simple shear open channel flow, the rates of turbulent production and dissipation balance [Tennekes and Lumley, 1972] so that at elevation X r 1
we have
By approximating the average velocity profile described in equation (8) as linear with depth, the mean rate of strain can be written
whereū 2 (k s ) corresponds to the average streamwise velocity at the top of the roughness layer. Moreover, based on previous measurements that report u
(t)∕( u 1 u 2 ) ≈ 0.5 within the bed roughness [Nezu and Nakagawa, 1993] , we approximate the Reynolds stress at X r 1
where the assumption of isotropic turbulence has been used to approximate u 1 = u 2 ≈ c u * using equation (9). Substituting the expressions for the mean rate of strain (equation (13)) and Reynolds stress (equation (14)) into the production rate of equation (10), the turbulent dissipation ( X r 1 ) operating within the bed roughness can be approximated through equation (12) as
The frequency range of the inertial subrange can be shown by substituting the expression of ( X r 1 ) in equation (15) into its definition in equation (11) and realizing that, given the characteristic Reynolds numbers Re ∼ 10 4 -10 5 encountered in river flow, turbulent dissipation (governed by ij ) operates at much larger frequencies than turbulent production (governed by Γ 12 , see equation (13)). Each frequency band lying within these frequency limits corresponds to a single range of eddy sizes. Kolmogorov [1941] formalized the energy transfer through the intermediate scales of the inertial subrange, e.g., from the largest eddies to the smallest ones, and derived the famous "−5/3 law" for the energy spectrum. The nonnormalized Kolmogorov spectrum E u 2 that defines the power spectrum of the streamwise velocity time series can be described at elevation X r 1 and in wave number space following Nezu and Nakagawa [1993] as
where K = 0.5 is the Kolmogorov universal constant and k w is the wave number associated with velocity fluctuations at elevation X r 1 within the water layer. By assuming that eddies of all sizes travel at the same downstream average velocityū 2 ( X r 1 ) , Taylor's frozen-turbulence hypothesis [Taylor, 1938] can be used to convert the PSD E u 2 ( k w , X r 1 ) of equation (16) expressed in the wave number space into the PSD S u 2 (f , X r 1 ) expressed in the frequency domain as
) ∕f has been used and equation (8) ) have been substituted. Equation (17) holds within the inertial subrange, and the predicted −5/3 frequency scaling is an inherent feature of river flows, which has been widely observed in flume experiments and natural rivers [Nezu and Nakagawa, 1993] . It is important to note, however, that equation (17) does not incorporate the complex processes that operate within the productive range, where single/clustered burst eddies [Nikora, 2011] or large-scale flow structures [Marquis and Roy, 2013] form. These large structures, which have sizes that are typically on the order of several flow depths [Venditti et al., 2013] , operate at frequencies that are lower than 1 Hz for most rivers, i.e., lower than the frequency range of interest here. As a consequence, these coherent structures are not included in our analysis.
The maximum frequency of the inertial subrange is set by the Kolmogorov microscale Kolmo . For typical Reynolds numbers associated with river flow, this upper bound frequency is on the order of f max ≈ū 2 ( X r 1 ) ∕(2 Kolmo ) ≈ 10 3 -10 5 Hz [Tennekes and Lumley, 1972] . As f max is orders of magnitude larger than the maximum seismic frequency of 10 2 Hz considered here, the tail end of the Kolmogorov energy spectrum does not affect the predictions and is consequently not modeled.
Within the roughness layer, the minimum frequency f min of the inertial subrange is set by the macroscale there (also called the correlation length or mixing length), which we denote l c [Tennekes and Lumley, 1972; Nezu and Nakagawa, 1993] . Nikora et al. [2001] and Defina and Bixio [2005] argue that l c is dominated by wakes shed by particles within the bed roughness, and thus is set by the roughness scale k s [Schlichting, 1979; Wiberg and Smith, 1991; Lamb et al., 2008b] . The minimum frequency therefore scales as the bed shear velocity divided by the roughness scale k s , or more precisely we have f min ≈ū 2 ( X r 1 ) ∕( k s ) [Tennekes and Lumley, 1972] . For the Trisuli and Colorado Rivers and many mountain streams, f min can be estimated to be about 1 Hz.
In the remainder of this paper, f min is the lower bound of the frequency range of interest and we therefore do not include a cutoff at f min . However, for completeness, this truncation could be incorporated as [Tennekes and Lumley, 1972] 
Also, one can check that the integral of the Kolmogorov spectrum approaches the total energy of the fluctuating velocities, i.e., that we have
Force Spectrum
Here the PSD S g F 2 of the drag force time series acting on a given riverbed grain is calculated from the PSD S u 2 of the velocity time series defined previously. As discussed previously, S F 1 = S F 3 = S F 2 is assumed so that all three force components can be included in our analysis. Finally, the PSD S F i of the force time series per unit length of river and per unit grain size (resulting from the sum of the force time series applied along direction i on each riverbed grain of a given grain size distribution) is calculated by integrating S g F i over a unit length of river and a unit grain size.
Calculation of S g F 2
The instantaneous total force applied on a given grain in equation (2) results from the spatial averaging of the instantaneous pressure differentials and shear stresses caused by the turbulent flow on subareas dA of A. We assume that the instantaneous stresses applied over these different subareas are only generated by the instantaneous velocities resulting from the free-stream turbulence and impinging upon the grain. Therefore, we neglect the potential contribution of grain vibrations through vortex shedding and wake flapping [Achenbach, 1974; Sarpkaya, 1979; Yuan and Michaelides, 1992] , which would result from velocity fluctuations occurring within the downstream wake of riverbed grains. The incorporation of these turbulent processes related to the dynamics of grain wakes in the model would require distinguishing them from free-stream turbulence. However, such a distinction is a difficult task within the bed roughness, since most of the grains lie within the downstream wake of other grains [Schmeeckle and Nelson, 2003] . Moreover, the characteristic scales for structures within the wakes behind particles are likely the same as those for free-stream turbulence in the roughness layer, namely u * and D. Thus, by using the free-stream turbulent flow field described in the previous section, we assume that the incremental fluctuating force dF 2 (t, X dA 1 ) on a subarea dA centered at elevation X dA 1 can be described like equation (2) for the instantaneous velocity u 2 (t, X dA 1 ) operating over that area. Thus, as done in Naudascher and Rockwell [2005] , we rewrite equation (2) at the subgrain scale as
By also assuming that the average velocityū 2 (X dA 1
) is uniform over A, we approximate its value as
and rewrite equation (20) as
where the term of order
)) 2 has been omitted because the amplitude of u
) is of order u 2 ,max , which implies that the ratio
)] 2 (using equations (8) GIMBERT ET AL.
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and (9) 
Following Naudascher and Rockwell [2005] , the mean square contribution of the fluctuating stress time
acting at two different locations a and b of A can be defined in the frequency domain by the cospectral density
and the resulting PSD S
By using the decomposition of forces formulated in equation (22) to express (23), we can write the cospectral density of stresses as
is the cospectral density of velocities acting at the two different locations a and b of the grain surface. The power spectral density of forces resulting from the combination of all forces applied on the grain is obtained by substituting equation (25) into the integral formulation of equation (24), which leads to
Finally, following the assumption that S F 1 = S F 3 = S F 2 and substituting the PSD S u 2 (f , X r 1 ) defined in equation (17) of the previous section into equation (26) through defining the function
dA a dA b , the PSD of force fluctuations obtained in equation (26) along the downstream direction can be rewritten for force fluctuations operating in any direction i as
where C = C 1 = C 3 = C 2 and S u 2 is the PSD of flow velocities obtained in equation (17).
Equation (27) states that the energy of the fluctuating force applied over the entire area A, which results from the summation of all the fluctuating forces applied on the subareas dA, is proportional to the square of the average downstream velocity. In addition, at a given frequency f , the resultant fluctuating force amplitude is lessened by a normalization factor fl (f ; D) 2 ≤ 1, where fl (f ; D) 2 expresses the capability of a riverbed grain to convert velocity fluctuations into force fluctuations. The larger the eddy size is with respect to the area A, the more similar time variations of u
) are, and thus the greater is S g ab (f ). This feature is related to the fluid-dynamic admittance of a given rigid surface, which defines how easily velocity fluctuations operating in the fluid are converted into force fluctuations operating on the solid.
We follow Naudascher and Rockwell [2005] and use an empirical formulation based on experimental tests conducted on plates of various geometries to express fl (f ; D) as
∕D describes a cutoff frequency above which fl decreases as a result of local force fluctuations that increasingly cancel each other at increasing frequencies.
Calculation of S F i
The resultant force applied on the full width and on a unit length of river corresponds to the spatial average of all forces applied on each riverbed grain. In order to sum up all contributions, we assume that the force time series are randomly spaced in time from one grain to another. Such behavior is expected for grain sizes of the order or larger than the bed roughness size k s where, in that case, the grains are separated by a distance larger than the correlation length l c ≈ k s considered for the turbulent flow. For smaller grains, the assumption of a random time spacing of force time series from one grain to another is less appropriate, as the turbulent flow velocities are expected to be correlated up to spatial scales that are larger than a single grain size. However, in practice, the turbulent flow field within the bed roughness may be dominated by the downstream wakes of the particles, causing values of l c to be of the order of the grain diameter D located upstream of the considered grain [Schmeeckle and Nelson, 2003] . The incorporation of these spatial variations of l c in the present model would require assumptions of grain packing geometries within the bed roughness, which would add considerable complexity. Thus, in order to keep the model as simple as possible, we assume the independence of force time series from grain to grain. Under this assumption, the sum of force time series does not affect the shape of the spectrum defined in equation (27) [see Tsai et al., 2012] and the PSD S F i (f , x 0 ) of the resultant force time series can be written as
is the number of grains per unit length of river and per unit grain size (N g has units of m −2 ).
Following Tsai et al. [2012] , N g (D) is calculated using the log-"raised cosine" grain size distribution p(D) that is defined per unit grain size (in unit of m −1 ). The log-raised cosine distribution is analogous to a lognormal distribution except that it includes a cutoff at both large and small D. Assuming grain assemblies that exhibit packing densities of about 70 to 80% at the riverbed, as, for example, obtained by Schmeeckle [2014] in assemblies of circular grains generated numerically under river flow conditions, the number of grains of size D for a unit length of river and a unit grain size can be approximated as
where W stands for the river width.
By substituting the expression of the PSD S g F i (f ) of forces applied on a single grain (equation (27)) and the expression for the number of riverbed grains N g (D) (equation (30)) into the PSD S F i (f , x 0 ; D) of force time series applied on all grains per unit length and per unit grain size of river (equation (29)
where equation (8) . By substituting the expression for S u 2 (f , X r 1 ) obtained in the previous section (see equation (17)) into equation (31), we obtain a final expression for
where the function
accounts for the effect of variations in average velocity and turbulent intensity with apparent roughness into variations in the amplitude of S F i .
Green's Function
As stated in the beginning of this model section, a single component p of ground motion is potentially affected by all three force fluctuation components. More precisely, the horizontal (direction 2) and lateral (direction 3) components of forces, i.e., the forces that operate along the Earth's surface plane, generate Love waves, while all the three components (i.e., horizontal, lateral, and vertical) of forces generate Rayleigh waves. Assuming that the local topographic slope of the river bank on which the seismic station is deployed is small, the vertical component of the seismic station is only affected by Rayleigh waves. On the other hand, the broad spatial distribution of turbulent flow noise sources operating all along the river implies both horizontal components of the seismic station to be a combination of both Rayleigh and Love waves. In order to avoid accounting for both Rayleigh and Love waves and separating their contributions, we here only focus on the vertical component of the seismometer and we calculate P | | | |
where k = 2 f ∕v c is the angular wave number of the Rayleigh wave, v c is the phase velocity, v u is the group velocity, r = |x − x 0 | is the source-station distance, is the azimuth, Q is the (dimensionless) quality factor, r 1 and r 2 are the vertical and horizontal Rayleigh wave eigenfunctions that describe ground displacement amplitude as a function of depth in the respective directions, z F and z S are the depths below ground surface of the point source and the seismic station, respectively, and I 1 is the energy integral of the Rayleigh surface wave defined as
where s is rock density and z denotes depth below ground surface.
It is important to notice at this stage that the term √ 2 kr in equation (34) approximates Rayleigh wave attenuation from far-field geometrical spreading, i.e., in the spatial domain where the distance between the station and the source (the river) is much larger than the wavelength of the Rayleigh wave. Another approximation for this geometrical spreading is suggested in section 4.2 in order to account for the near-field situation encountered at "Hance Rapids" in the Colorado River (United States).
Since the seismic wavelengths of interest are much larger than the source depth z F ≈ H, we write z F = z S ≈ 0 and follow Tsai and Atiganyanun [2014] by defining the nondimensional numbers N 11 and N 12 as
so that the Green's function expressed in equation (34) reduces to the surface-to-surface Green's function written as
We consider the "generic rock site" defined by Boore and Joyner [1997] from seismic investigations conducted at various locations on the continental crust, in which rock density s empirically scales with shear velocity v s as s = 2500 + 93.75 ⋅ (v s ∕1 km/s − 0.3) and shear velocity is described as a function of depth as a piecewise power law. Following the simulation results of Tsai and Atiganyanun [2014] performed in this specific configuration, N 11 and N 12 can be approximated in the 1 to 10 Hz frequency range (which is the frequency range we mainly focus on below to test our model against observations) as
These expressions for N 11 and N 12 imply a horizontal to vertical ratio, i.e., r 2 (0)∕r 1 (0) ratio, of the order of 1.3, which roughly corresponds to that modeled in the 1 to 10 Hz frequency range in Bonnefoy-Claudet et al.
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where f 0 = 1 Hz, v c0 = 2175 m/s, and = 0.48. Finally, following Erickson and McNamara [2004] , the quality factor Q is modeled in the form of
where Q 0 and are constant parameters. As in Tsai et al. [2012] and following the suggestions of Anderson and Hough [1984] , we consider Q 0 = 20 and = 0.
Final Model Formulation
In order to obtain our final model, the average shear velocity at the average bed elevation is written assuming a steady and uniform flow (when averaged over turbulence) as
where g is the acceleration due to gravity and is the channel slope angle. Schmeeckle et al. [2007] measured typical values of C 2 (i.e., instantaneous drag coefficient) in flume experiments and reported values increasing from 0.4 to 1.6 as the average streamwise velocity is decreased. For simplicity, we here do not account for a dependence of C = C 2 with the average downstream velocity, and we set C = 0.5. Since the PSDs of force fluctuations are assumed similar in all directions i, we denote S F = S F i .
By substituting the expression for the Green's function provided in equation (37) into the expression for the total predicted seismic power recorded at a given station (equation (7)), P T w 1 (f , x) can be approximated as
The total PSD of ground motion recorded at x is obtained by substituting equation (32) for the force spectrum S F into equation (42). By assuming constant flow conditions along the river and a distance r 0 between the seismic station and the river that is much larger than the width W of the river, we use the definitions of the wave propagation parameters provided in equations (39) and (40) and rewrite equation (42) as
Function D (f ) represents the modulation of the predicted ground velocity PSD by grain sizes, while function (f ) accounts for geometrical spreading and inelastic attenuation of seismic waves as they propagate into the ground. As in Tsai et al. [2012] , (f ) can be approximated analytically by assuming an infinitely long and straight river whose closest point in the horizontal Earth's surface plane is r 0 from the seismic station and writing
It is shown in the application of our model calculations to the observations of Schmandt et al. [2013] at Hance Rapids that the infinitely long river hypothesis and the infinitely thin approximation used here to integrate the noise sources are not appropriate, as the rapids section is relatively short and the river-to-station GIMBERT ET AL.
©2014. American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved. distance is about the river width. As a consequence, we present in section 4.2 another way of integrating equation (42) that accounts for this complexity.
The strong scaling of P T w 1
with H (to the 7/3 power) in equation (43) shows that seismic observations are strongly set by water flow depth. This also implies a strong scaling with u * (see equation (41)), such that seismic observations (P T w 1 ) may be used to invert for u * and H. A quantitative evaluation of the model is performed in section 4 against the observations reported by Schmandt et al. [2013] in the Colorado River, United States. Prior to this, the role of model parameters and their associated uncertainties in model predictions (equation (43)) is explored in section 3.
Model Features
Here we provide a general view on the behavior of model predictions with varying model parameters. Moreover, the turbulent flow model predictions are compared with those for a bedload source using the model of Tsai et al. [2012] , who derived the PSD P T b 1 of vertical ground velocities resulting from a sediment flux q b transported as bedload. It is important to note that, in this comparison, similar granulometries are considered between grains transported as bedload and grains that form the roughness layer. In reality, the riverbed grains transported as bedload can possibly be smaller than the ones forming the roughness layer. Thus, the case considered here corresponds to an end-member configuration where the relative contribution of bedload-induced versus turbulent flow-induced noise evaluated for a given sediment flux q b and a given flow configuration is maximal, since at constant q b we expect larger bedload-induced noise for larger grains [see Tsai et al., 2012] . Similar to Tsai et al. [2012] , we initially apply our model predictions to the Trisuli River, for which Burtin et al. [2008] reported seismic noise. The river geometry is described using the same parameters as used in Tsai et al. [2012] : we use W = 50 m for channel width, = 1.4
• for river slope angle, Tsai et al. [2012] ), and the prefactor N 11 used in equation (37) is set to 0.6, instead of the value of 1 used by Tsai et al. [2012] . We describe the quality factor Q 0 (which quantifies inelastic attenuation) as in Tsai et al. [2012] , i.e., we use Q 0 = 20, f 0 = 1 Hz, and = 0 in equation (40), and set the river-to-station distance to r 0 = 600 m so that it roughly corresponds to the seismic deployments considered by Burtin et al. [2008] . Finally, we take H = 4 m as water flow depth, as well as q b = 0.045 m 2 /s for the bedload flux. This value of q b is within the range of values inferred by Tsai et al. [2012] . These default parameters are listed in Table 1 . Ultimately, we provide uncertainty estimates (see section 3.4) for the predictions caused by our imperfect knowledge of both the physics described and the parameter values used in our model. 
Predictions for the Trisuli River Using Default Model Parameters
Turbulent flow and bedload model PSDs are shown as a function of frequency in Figure 2a using the default Trisuli parameters listed in Table 1 . The maximum ground power obtained without tuning any model parameters from the turbulent flow noise model corresponds to −137.4 dB, which is of the same order of magnitude as the maximum PSDs reported in Burtin et al. [2008] . Thus, our model predicts that turbulent flow plays a significant role in the PSDs reported by Burtin et al. [2008] . In addition, while accounting for turbulent flow noise introduces larger energy at lower frequencies in the total PSDs as compared to the PSD modeled by Tsai et al. [2012] , the combination of our model with the bedload model of Tsai et al. [2012] remains consistent with the general aspects of the observations reported by Burtin et al. [2008] . A single peak occurs around ≈6-7 Hz, with energy increasing sharply at low frequencies, in contrast to the gradual decrease at high frequencies. The similarities between the turbulent flow and bedload predictions shown here (along with the known large-bedload signal) explain the difficulties encountered by Burtin et al. [2008] in extracting a clear water flow-induced signal from the observed PSDs. These model predictions suggest that the hysteresis curve reported over the broad 3-15 Hz frequency range by Burtin et al. [2008] may not solely include bedload, since its shape is expected to largely be influenced by turbulent flow-induced noise. In particular, since the two different sources of noise add with each other, hysteresis is expected to be more pronounced in cases where bedload-induced noise is larger than turbulent flow-induced noise. As bedload-induced noise is predicted to be larger than turbulent flow-induced noise at larger frequencies (see Figure 2a) , we expect a more pronounced hysteresis there. We have verified this by taking the raw data at station H0460 (reported in Burtin et al. [2008] and available at www.iris.edu) and recalculating the hysteresis curve with respect to water flow depth within the frequency ranges 3-8 Hz and 10-18 Hz (see Figure 3) . In agreement with model predictions at station H0460 (see Figure 2a) , the hysteresis is more pronounced in the higher-frequency range where bedload-induced noise is predicted to be dominant. While smaller, the observed hysteresis does not completely disappear in the low-frequency range (see blue curve in Figure 3) , which is also consistent with our model predictions. Even though turbulent flow-induced noise dominates in the 3-10 Hz frequency range, variations of bedload-induced noise still occur within an order of magnitude (about 10 dB, see Figure 2a ) from the turbulent flow-induced noise, and thus still affect the resultant total noise. In that regard, it is interesting to note that the amplitude difference in the rising versus falling limb of the two observed hysteresis curves roughly corresponds to the difference between the predicted total noise power and the predicted water flow-induced noise power.
The relative contribution of turbulent flow versus bedload in the total PSD is, however, predicted to be drastically modified when varying the distance r 0 between the seismic station and the channel. Using r 0 = 100 m as an example (see Figure 2b) , the bedload-induced noise dominates most frequencies, while the peak frequencies f ) .
Sensitivity of the Peak Frequency on Model Parameters
The functions (f ) and D (f ) of equation (43) are major controls on the predicted frequency scaling with model parameters. (f ) accounts for the modulation of the source spectrum as surface waves travel into the ground, which is set by the river-to-station distance r 0 and the value of the quality factor Q 0 (for a given depth profile of ground shear wave velocities). The surface wave path effect accounted for by (f ) is similar to that of Tsai et al. [2012] in the bedload model. As the attenuation of Rayleigh waves preferentially damps larger frequencies (see also equation (37) (27) and (28)) corresponds to the −5/3 Kolmogorov scaling with frequency inherited from the turbulent flow velocities (see equation (17)) on top of which a −8/3 slope decrease is added at frequencies larger than f c =ū 2 ( X r 1 ) ∕D. For a given river slope and a given bed grain size distribution, the value of f c at which this modification occurs only depends on the riverbed roughness H∕k s (see equation (8)). The larger the ratio H∕k s , the larger the cutoff frequency of fl , and thus the larger f peak w is (see Figure 4a) . However, for a given site at which H∕k s values typically vary from a factor of 2 to 4, the changes predicted in f peak w values are weak. This weak dependence of f peak w on H∕k s is in agreement with previous observations [Burtin et al., 2008; Schmandt et al., 2013] , which report no significant shift in central frequency with varying water discharge.
Note that, in this Trisuli River setting, only flow configurations with values of H∕k s smaller than 32 are considered. Our model is not expected to apply for larger values of H∕k s because grains are transported as suspension for these cases, i.e., from using the default Trisuli parameters with H = 4 m the condition w s < u * (a) (b) Figure 4b , since no bedload transport is predicted for this configuration (see equation (47)). [Burtin et al., 2011; Schmandt et al., 2013] , the negative scaling of the turbulent flow noise with frequency (while the bedload source is constant) causes f to be consistently lower than 1 (independent of H∕k s and r 0 , see Figure 4b ), i.e., the water flow-induced noise is predicted to always exist at lower frequencies than the bedload-induced noise. In addition, smaller inelastic attenuation of surface waves, i.e., either smaller values of r 0 or larger values of Q 0 , causes the higher-frequency part of the source spectrum to more strongly contribute to the ground velocity PSD. Because the turbulent flow spectrum shows a larger decrease with frequency at these higher frequencies, a slower decrease of f increases as r 0 increases or Q 0 decreases, i.e., the frequency range of turbulent flow-induced noise differs less than the one of bedload as r 0 increases or Q 0 decreases. This explains why Burtin et al. [2011] and Schmandt et al. [2013] could isolate the seismic signature of water flow noise with seismic stations close to the river (e.g., values of r 0 ≈ 10-50 m have typically been considered in these studies), whereas studies with more distant stations [e.g., Burtin et al., 2008] could not easily do so.
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Sensitivity of PSD Amplitude on Model Parameters
Here the amplitude of model PSDs (see equation (43)) is discussed as a function of grain diameter D (through D ), roughness of the flow H∕k s (through ), river-to-station distance r 0 and ground quality factor Q 0 (through ), river slope angle , and flow depth H. The amplitude of model predictions resulting from the grain size distribution is shown in Figure 5 , in which
The peak noise is predicted at D = 0.18 m (corresponding to D 58 , i.e., the 58th percentile grain size) for the turbulent flow model, occurring at a much smaller grain size than the grain size of the maximum P [Tsai et al., 2012] . This difference is due to model predictions that depend on D 2 for turbulent flow (see equation (44)) because larger grains have larger areas exposed to the flow, while they depend on D 6 for bedload because seismic power scales with the mass of impacting grains to the square [Tsai et al., 2012] . Even though the dominant grain size for turbulent flow-induced noise is slightly affected by variations in the standard deviation g of the grain size distribution, it is always larger than the median grain size D 50 (see Figure 5b ) and remains significantly smaller than that which dominates bedload seismic noise. Thus, as compared to the bedload model predictions, accurate knowledge of the tail end of the grain size distribution is less critical in obtaining realistic estimates of the noise caused by turbulent flow. For example, a lognormal distribution could be used instead of the log-raised cosine function used here, which was originally introduced by Tsai et al. [2012] to avoid the disproportional and unrealistic contribution of large grains when transported as bedload. For a median grain size of D 50 = 0.15 m, we see in Figure 5 that turbulent flow-induced noise integrated over the whole grain size distribution is about that of the bedload-induced noise. Modification of this picture for varying median grain sizes D 50 , i.e., roughness scale k s , is shown at constant water flow depth H = 4 m and as a function of r 0 in Figure 6 .
©2014. American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved. Figure 6b , since no bedload transport is predicted for this configuration (see equation (47)). 
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The turbulent flow-induced noise is compared with that of bedload for a range of median grain sizes
where R = 1.8 is the submerged density, * ≡ u 2 * ∕(RgD) is the nondimensional bed stress or Shields stress, and * c = * c50 (D∕D 50 ) − is the critical value of Shields stress, * c50 being the critical value of Shields stress for grain size D 50 and a constant [Parker, 1990] . We consider near equal threshold stress for transport by using = 0.9, which is appropriate for many gravel-bed rivers [Parker, 1990] but may be smaller for steep river streams [Scheingross et al., 2013] . We calculate * c50 from equation (25) of Lamb et al. [2008b] , which includes the expected dependence of * c50 on river slope. In contrast to the bedload source, where smaller values of D 50 cause lower seismic noise as a result of each grain impact having less energy (see Figure 6b) , the increasing average and turbulent flow velocities for smaller D 50 (see equations (8) and (9)) result in larger turbulent flow-induced noise (as shown in Figure 6a at small values of r 0 ). However, for larger r 0 and/or smaller Q 0 , this picture is modified by wave propagation effects. Far away from the river channel, e.g., r 0 = 600 m, P T w 1 has the unintuitive behavior of approximately constant P T w 1 with increasing H∕k s values for deep flows. This behavior is explained by the fact that, for strong Rayleigh wave attenuation (either from lower Q 0 or larger r 0 ), the low-frequency content of the source PSD S F contributes more to the maximum value of P T w 1 predicted. Because of the less drastic decrease of S F with frequency in this lower frequency range (f < f c for most grains in that case, see equation (32) and the associated fl -dependence), P T w 1 decreases faster with r 0 , and can become lower for deep flows than shallow flows for large enough r 0 . Such an unintuitive behavior is not observed for bedload, since the impact contact time is assumed to be smaller than the sampling time of interest, which causes the bedload source spectrum to be frequency independent [Tsai et al., 2012] . Finally, because the PSD S F decreases with frequency while the bedload source does not, the migration of the signal toward lower frequencies at increasing distance from the river causes a faster decrease of the amplitude of bedload-induced noise with respect to turbulent flow-induced noise.
The different variations of P with r 0 , H∕k s , and Q 0 imply that the relative contribution of seismic noise induced by turbulent flow versus seismic noise induced by bedload varies drastically for different flows and seismic deployment configurations (see Figure 7) . Obviously, for flow configurations for which no bedload is predicted, the seismic signal is expected to be dominated by turbulent flow-induced noise. When bedload occurs, assuming that the bedload flux evolves in proportion to bedload transport capacity and disregarding cases where a significant portion of grains are expected to be transported as suspension, GIMBERT ET AL.
©2014. American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved. ) (i.e., bedload-induced noise dominates in its frequency range). There exists a narrow range (between dashed lines) for which both turbulent flow-induced and bedload-induced noise dominate in their respective frequency range. These two regions are bounded by a region of values of H∕k s lower than about 1.3 (in light blue) for which equation (47) predicts no bedload transport and thus water flow-induced noise dominates, and a region of values of H∕k s larger than 32 (in brown), for which we do not expect our model to apply since riverbed grains are in that case transported as suspension, i.e., we have w s < u * [Ferguson and Church, 2004] . the seismic noise signal is dominated by turbulent flow at large river-to-station distances and large values of H∕k s , while bedload dominates for seismic noise recorded closer to the seismic station and for smaller H∕k s values. Notably, for a given site (i.e., given values of H∕k s and given ground seismic properties), turbulent flow and bedload can be characterized independently by evaluating seismic noise at various distances from the river. There also exists a relatively narrow range of H∕k s and r 0 for which both turbulent flow and bedload exhibit significant amplitudes and different enough frequency ranges such that they can be distinguished from a single record (range delimited by the dashed lines in Figure 7 , see section 4 for such a configuration in the case of the Hance Rapids section at the Colorado River).
In this range where turbulent flow-induced noise can be isolated from the seismic signal (shown by the blue areas in Figure 7) , the modeling framework presented allows one to invert for water flow depth H directly from equation (43) or for bed shear velocity u * through equation (41). The direct scaling of ground power resulting from turbulent flow-induced noise with shear velocity u * or water flow depth H ensures that good constraints can be obtained on these parameters from seismic data, as long as ground motion is evaluated far enough from the river (see Figure 8) . When evaluating ground motion closer to the river channel, one needs larger values of u * in order to be able to distinguish the turbulent flow signature from the bedload signature and thus invert for u * or H.
The position at which these transitions between turbulent flow and bedload dominated noise occur (i.e., position of the dashed lines in Figures 7 and 8) is also modified by the riverbed slope angle . Assuming that bedload transport evolves in proportion to transport capacity for different , Figure 9a shows that bedload-induced noise dominates at lower slopes. In contrast, the stronger increase of turbulent flow-induced noise with increasing river slope angle results in predominantly turbulent flow-induced noise at steeper slopes. Thus, steeper slopes would cause the dashed lines of Figures 7 and 8 to shift toward the left side of the diagrams, i.e., toward smaller values of r 0 . Thus, a larger range of u * or H-values can be inverted for in these steeper cases.
Finally, to identify the turbulent flow-induced noise signature in seismic data or invert for u * or H, Figure 9b shows the differential increase of P for shallow compared to deeper river flows. It is interesting to note that, over the course of bedload transport evolving in proportion to transport capacity, bedload-induced noise increases considerably slower with H as compared to turbulent flow-induced noise.
Uncertainties on Model Predictions
Due to our incomplete understanding of some of the physical mechanisms studied and imperfect knowledge of model parameter values, a number of assumptions and approximations have been made. Here we provide a brief discussion of the uncertainties expected of our predictions. Four specific components that we address are the influence of reduced grain exposure to turbulence intensity, nonuniform channel geometry, correlated force fluctuations in the different spatial directions, and specific ground seismic properties of river sites.
For significantly reduced grain exposure (e.g., 50 to 80%) of grains smaller than D 50 (e.g., reduced turbulence intensity at their lower elevation or flow obstruction from surrounding bigger grains), only minor changes are expected in seismic power amplitude (about 1 dB), since seismic noise from water is dominated by the coarse end of the grain size distribution as a result of a larger area exposed by larger grains to the flow (see Figure 5 ).
For typical sites, the effect of not accounted changes in river geometry (e.g., channel curvature, nonuniform slope and flow depth) is only significant if they occur within a maximum distance from the seismic station that is about 10 times the river-to-station distance. Under strong river geometry changes within that region, order of magnitude uncertainty is expected on the predicted PSD amplitude (see section 3.3), while a factor of 1.5 uncertainty is expected on the peak frequency (see section 3.2). As examples, these uncertainty levels are reached if one does not account for a large river bend that brings the river 3 times closer to the seismic station, or if one misrepresents local flow depth or river slope by a factor of 2.
For time series of fluid forces on riverbed grains that would be entirely correlated with each other along the three spatial directions, as opposed to entirely uncorrelated as presently assumed, model predictions amplitudes would be increased by a factor of 3, i.e., 4.8 dB (see equations (5) and (6)). Also, even in the extreme scenario where the degree of correlation between the different forces applied on the different directions varies from entirely correlated to entirely uncorrelated over the frequency range of interest, we expect the predicted scaling of ground velocity PSDs with frequency to not be insignificantly modified, since model predictions will only be multiplied by f ±0.5 as compared to the f 3.5 scaling predicted (see equation (43)).
For the particular ground settings near the river, which often have thin layers of alluvium overlying hard bedrock, we expect an uncertainty of a factor of about 1.5 for surface wave velocities and a factor of about 2 for the ground quality factor Q (see equation (34)). Within the relatively low frequency range of 1 to 10 Hz in which water flow-induced noise is predicted at both the Trisuli (see section 3.1) and Colorado (see section 4) Rivers, this level of uncertainty leads to order of magnitude uncertainty (≈ 10 dB) on model predictions (see equations (45) and (46)).
Overall, we therefore expect our model predictions to be accurate within an order of magnitude (≈ 10 dB). This order of magnitude uncertainty is mostly due to uncertainties on ground seismic properties and river geometry, which thus would benefit from being constrained independently from targeted measurements. However, we note that the uncertainties here evaluated are absolute uncertainties, and thus do not apply when comparing time relative changes in turbulent flow-induced noise at a given site, in which case we expect good accuracy in model predictions since changes in ground properties and river geometry with time are limited.
Model Application to Hance Rapids (Colorado River, United States)
In this section, we quantitatively compare our model predictions to the field seismic observations reported at Hance Rapids (HR) in the Colorado River [Schmandt et al., 2013] . We judge that, to date, only the HR data set provides a clearly separated seismic signature of turbulent flow noise and sufficient information on river geometry and hydrological parameters to make a meaningful model comparison. For other data sets, either a water flow-induced signal has not been clearly identified by the authors, as for the Trisuli (Himalaya) and Cho-Shui (Taiwan) Rivers [Burtin et al., 2008; Hsu et al., 2011] , or the hydrological conditions in the river channel at the location of the seismic stations were unknown, as in Burtin et al. [2011] where flow depth was only measured at the downstream end of the river, while several channels may have had flow during the time of record, all potentially with different and nondocumented local channel widths and depths. Schmandt et al. [2013] reported seismic observations acquired during a controlled flood experiment with three main components in the seismic signal (see Figure 3 of Schmandt et al. [2013] ). Two of these three components, with low-frequency peaks located between 0.5 and 10 Hz, were attributed to water flow-induced noise, as no hysteresis behavior could be observed with respect to river discharge at these frequencies. The third component, observed at higher frequencies (between 15 and 45 Hz), was identified as bedload, as the signal in this frequency range is characterized by a strong temporal intermittency and hysteresis relative to water level. At frequencies lower than 10 Hz, the authors suggested that the relatively high frequency peak centered around 6-7 Hz resulted from the breaking of waves occurring at the fluid-air interface, as large infrasound energy was also observed in the same frequency range. In contrast, the low-frequency peak occurring at several seconds of period (centered around 0.7 Hz) was proposed to result from fluid forces acting on the rough riverbed. In this context, we apply our physical model in order to determine whether some of these spectral features can be captured. Prior to performing model predictions, we introduce the river geometry and fluvial parameters, as well as ground seismic properties. All the parameters used below for model predictions are listed in Table 1 .
River Parameters
The geometry of the river and its fluvial properties are inferred from the direct measurements provided by the U.S. Geological Survey [Kieffer, 1988 [Kieffer, , 1987 . Although the measurements reported therein were conducted more than 20 years before the seismic acquisitions of Schmandt et al. [2013] , we assume that they still provide reasonable estimates of the current rapids configuration. This assumption is supported by the relative stability of the riverbed geometry there, as the riverbed is mainly made of big boulders anchored in the main stream and is not mobilized by the usual discharges reached in the Colorado River.
Channel Geometry
The riverbed slope angle is obtained from the water surface elevations provided in Kieffer [1988] . We estimate a river slope angle of about ≈ 1.15
• over the 100 m of the rapids section. Over the rapids section, (f = 10 Hz) (see equation (48)) of the different regions of the rapids in the resulting total turbulent flow-induced noise (green star in Figure 11 ). The small red rectangle indicates where the grain size distribution shown in inset was measured. The dashed black line between X and X ′ corresponds to where the cross section shown in Figure 10c is taken. (b) Measured (blue dots) and modeled (brown line) grain size distribution. The measurements are from Kieffer [1987] , and the modeled distribution is calculated using D 50 = 0.5 m and g = 0.7 for the log-raised cosine distribution. (c) Riverbed topography and water flow depth values considered in model predictions (approximated from measurements of the X − X ′ cross section shown in Figure 10a reported by Kieffer [1988] ). The water flow depths when Q w = 140 m 3 /s (base flow depth) and Q w = 840 m 3 ∕s are constrained by direct observations [Kieffer, 1988] , while H values at Q w = 230 m 3 /s and Q w = 1400 m 3 ∕s have been extrapolated by assuming a typical average velocity profile. the channel width W varies from about 80 to 100 m for the various discharges ( Figure 10a ). As W does not play a key role in the model predictions, we take W to be constant with discharge. We set W = 90 m for Q w > 140 m 3 /s (Figure 10c ).
The cross-stream topography is set from the cross-section transect X − X ′ (see Figure 10a ) provided in Kieffer [1988] . We assume that the cross-section X − X ′ is representative of the reach. Based on Kieffer [1988] , three subsections are defined with respect to a base water level where Q w = 140 m 3 /s (see Figure 10c ).
Subsection 1 is 10 m wide and has negligible flow velocities due to the fairly large and densely arranged boulders in that region. Thus, no flow is considered in that region for Q w = 140 m 3 /s, while only the excess water flow depth is accounted for at larger discharges. Subsection 2 is 50 m wide and has an average base flow depth of 1.64 m. Subsection 3 is 30 m wide and has an average base flow depth of about 0.9 m.
The boulder size distribution is reported in Figure 10b from measurements of Kieffer [1987] , which were taken in the debris fan located downstream of Red Canyon (shown by the red rectangle in Figure 10a ). We assume that these measurements are representative of the rapids section, and the "log"-raised cosine distribution p(D) is adjusted using D 50 = 0.5 m and g = 0.7, resulting in k s = 1.5 m.
Hydraulic Properties
The controlled flood experiment instrumented by Schmandt et al. [2013] A posteriori, using the water flow depth and the other channel information cited above, the total discharge GIMBERT ET AL.
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at each value of H can be approximated by using U = 8.1 √ g sin H(H∕k s ) 1∕6 [Parker, 1991] to describe the depth-average flow velocity.
Description of Rayleigh Waves
Since seismic wave parameters have not been measured on the river banks of Hance Rapids (HR), we describe surface wave velocities using the same parameters as previously for the Trisuli River, i.e., v c0 = 2175 m/s, z 0 = 1000, and = 0.48 in equation (39). The value of Q 0 has been suggested by Schmandt et al. [2013] to plausibly be lower than 9, as Q 0 = 9 was found at <150 m depth in highly weathered granite [Aster and Shearer, 1991] and the seismic station was deployed on alluvium, i.e., on looser material. However, Schmandt et al. [2013] also suggested an alluvium layer of about 10 m deep at HR (see supporting information therein), under which bedrock is expected. We thus use Q 0 = 9, as surface waves are largely expected to propagate mostly in the bedrock layer at the relatively low frequencies of interest.
The distance from the edge of the river to the seismic station has been reported by Schmandt et al. [2013] to be about 38 m at low flow and 32 m at high flow. For simplicity, we do not account for changes in channel edge position with discharge and use the intermediate value of 35 m.
Since the station-to-river edge distance is similar to the river width, river flow sources located closer to the seismic station are expected to predominate compared to flow sources located further away. In addition, a "near-field" situation occurs at HR, since rk < 1 (where k = 2 f ∕v c is the seismic wave number and r is the distance between the source in the river and the receiver) for frequencies lower than about 3 Hz. To account for the relatively wide river breadth, we weight the flow sources with respect to their location by defining 5 m wide river transects in the along river direction. These transects span the entire rapids section, i.e., we define a number of transects N T = 18, each of length L T = 100 m. The total PSD P T w 1 of ground velocity can in that case be written as
where P T j w 1 (f , x 0 ) denotes the contribution of ground motion generated per unit river length of transect (in units of (m/s) 2 /Hz/m) at location x 0 and transect number j. To account for the near-field situation, we replace the term √ 2 kr commonly used to describe geometrical spreading for rk >> 1 (shown in the far-field Green's function of equation (37)) by the term
, which exhibits a finite value of 1 for rk << 1 while remaining similar to
in the far-field domain and thus approximates the expected Bessel function decay [Aki and Richards, 2002] .
Under these modifications, by defining r j 0 as the smallest distance between the center of transect j and the seismic station, P T w 1 can be approximated by analogy with equation (42) as
where is defined in equation (46) (49), as it is constant over the transect section (e.g., due to constant flow depth, river slope, and other geometrical parameters along stream).
Forward Model Predictions
Turbulent flow-induced noise predictions are calculated over the entire rapids section by summing the contribution of all river transects using equation (48) . As an example, the seismic power P (49)), while the thin red dashed line does not, i.e., it uses a far-field Green's function and infinitely long rapids (solving equation (43) over infinitely long river transects). The green star indicates the configuration for which the contribution of the different regions within the rapids in generating the total water flow-induced noise power is shown in Figure 10a as the green star in Figure 11a . The predicted PSDs obtained by repeating this calculation for all frequencies and all discharges are shown by the thick dashed lines in Figure 11a , on top of which observations are shown by the continuous lines (colors correspond). For comparison, the thin dashed red line indicates model prediction performed at Q w = 1400 m 3 /s by using the same flow depth values, but solving for turbulent flow-induced noise using equation (43) and the analytical (far-field and infinitely long river) approximation of equation (45) over each transect rather than the improved model of equation (49). It is important to note that, unlike Schmandt et al. [2013] who reported normalized PSDs (dB difference) relative to PSDs at the lowest discharge of Q w = 230 m 3 /s, we focus on the raw PSDs, i.e., on the PSDs that have not been normalized in any way. In the observed PSDs (continuous lines), the two peaks centered around 0.7 Hz and 6-7 Hz shown by Schmandt et al. [2013] at Q w = 1400 m 3 /s are not seen at the low discharge of Q w = 230 m 3 /s. Also, while seismic energy at large discharge is particularly enhanced at the two-peak frequencies described in Schmandt et al. [2013] , the amplitude increase at larger discharges occurs over a relatively broad frequency range from 2 to 12 Hz.
At Q w = 230 m 3 /s, our model prediction does not capture the observed PSD (see Figure 11) . However, as river discharge increases, the uppermost part of the frequency range affected by water flow is captured by our model predictions. Both the absolute amplitude and frequency dependence of our model predictions roughly agree with the observations at Q w = 840 m 3 /s and Q w = 1400 m 3 /s in the 2 to 12 Hz frequency range, i.e., within the frequency range with the high-frequency peak reported by Schmandt et al. [2013] .
We remark that the infinitely long river assumption at HR (thin dashed line in Figure 11 ) is appropriate at high frequencies, i.e., at frequencies at which surface waves are strongly attenuated, but not at low frequencies, where a 10 dB overestimation is observed due to the misrepresentation of extra source contributions outside of the rapids section. One can also note the change of slope observed between the thin and the thick red dashed lines around 3 Hz, which is caused by the near-field situation accounted for by the thick red dashed line.
Interpretation
The agreement of our model predictions with the high-frequency peak reported by Schmandt et al. [2013] (2 to 12 Hz) suggests that this peak is caused by turbulent flow interacting with bed roughness rather than by breaking of river surface waves, as originally interpreted by Schmandt et al. [2013] on the basis of acoustic energy observed in the same frequency range. Since flow turbulence within the bed roughness is unlikely to generate acoustic noise in the air, we suggest that, by chance, another river flow acoustic source generates acoustic waves that propagate within a similar frequency range as that of the seismic noise caused by turbulent flow. The source mechanism for such a generated acoustic wave is not yet identified but could be related to breaking waves or imploding bubbles at the air-water interface.
Our model fails to reproduce the amplitude of the PSD recorded at Q w = 230 m 3 /s in Figure 11a . This disagreement is most likely because other sources of seismic noise energy are stronger than and overwhelm the turbulent flow-induced noise.
The peak centered at 17 Hz was interpreted by Schmandt et al. [2013] as a site effect due to resonance of the alluvium layer overlying bedrock. Regardless of whether the underlying source of noise is amplified or not by a site effect, this peak is unlikely to be caused by turbulent flow, since we would expect turbulent flow-induced noise to increase with discharge, irrespective of the specifics of the model. Since this is not observed, we believe that another source of noise (possibly bedload) is the cause of the peak at 17 Hz. Under such an expectation of a seismic noise source overwhelming turbulent flow-induced noise around 17 Hz, our model remains consistent with observations in that range, since it predicts a turbulent flow-induced noise power that is much smaller than observed around 17 Hz.
The low-frequency signal reported from 0.5 to 2 Hz by Schmandt et al. [2013] remains to be understood. Schmandt et al. [2013] interpreted this signal as resulting from fluid forces acting on the rough riverbed. We suggest that this low-frequency signal may result from standing waves. This hypothesis remains to be verified by future theoretical modeling and targeted measurements.
Following the interpretation provided above of a noise content recorded outside the 2 to 12 Hz frequency range that is attributed to other sources than turbulent flow, which one is overwhelmed by other sources within the 2 to 12 Hz frequency range at low flow, one can add the predicted turbulent flow-induced noise PSDs to the PSD recorded at low flow so that the frequency range resulting from the contribution of turbulent flow-induced noise can be better highlighted (see Figure 11b ). There are however remaining discrepancies between modeled and observed PSDs. First, the modeled PSDs shown in Figure 11 exhibit a continuous decrease in power at decreasing frequency in the lower frequency part of the 2-12 Hz range, while the observed PSDs seem to flatten in that range. This misfit may be due to a misrepresentation of the frequency dependence of surface wave speeds or higher attenuation in our model (higher surface wave speeds or higher attenuation at lower frequencies would allow a better fit). Second, in the observations, the high-frequency peak centered around 6 to 8 Hz seems to shift toward lower frequencies as discharge increases. This effect could be reproduced by our model by accounting at increasing discharge for a migration of the maximum river depth location, which is a quantity on which model predictions heavily rely on (see Figure 10a) . In particular, we may expect that the centrifugal force applied on the water column as the river undergoes a left turn at HR could result in larger flow depths toward the outside of the bend as discharge increases. Since the outside of the bend is located further away from the seismic station, this process could explain the migration toward lower frequencies at larger discharges.
Conclusions
We have developed a mechanistic model that accounts for the seismic noise caused by the interaction of turbulent flow with the riverbed. Force fluctuations applied in all directions on riverbed grains are explicitly accounted for from the description of the turbulent flow field, and the contribution of all riverbed grains in generating seismic surface waves is evaluated to reproduce the total ground velocity power recorded at a given, nearby, seismic station.
In agreement with previous observations [Burtin et al., 2008 [Burtin et al., , 2011 Schmandt et al., 2013] , the water flow-induced seismic noise is predicted to operate at lower frequencies than the seismic noise induced by a bedload signal. In the case of the Trisuli River in Nepal, we showed that a significant part of the seismic signal reported by Burtin et al. [2008] is attributable to turbulent flow. The hysteresis curve that attests for a sensitivity of seismic observations to bedload transport is in fact not only sensitive to bedload, and its shape is strongly influenced by the relative amplitude of turbulent flow-induced noise due to the additive properties of the noise sources (see Figures 2 and 3) . Our model provides a noise base level from which the seismic noise level that is only attributed to bedload (and the associated bedload hysteresis curve) can be extracted from the total recorded signal to allow realistic bedload estimates in the future. For now, given the assumptions and approximations done in our model regarding river geometry, force properties, and ground structure, we estimated model prediction uncertainties of about an order of magnitude, i.e., ≈ 10 dB.
We demonstrated that the distance from the river to the seismic station, ground seismic properties, and hydrological characteristics such as the relative roughness of the flow and the river slope drastically change the relative amplitude and the frequency content of the seismic noise caused by turbulent flow versus seismic noise caused by bedload. Notably, the differences in the spectral signatures of turbulent flow-induced and bedload-induced forces at the riverbed are significant enough that these two processes can be characterized independently by analyzing seismic records acquired at various distances from the river (see Figure 7) . In particular cases, the turbulent flow and bedload sources are distinct on a single seismic record, for example, at the large flow discharges and short river-to-station distances at Hance Rapids of the Colorado River.
By using water flow depths and river geometries that reflect the Hance Rapids site where Schmandt et al. [2013] previously reported on a distinct water flow generated seismic noise source, we have shown that the absolute amplitudes and the frequency scaling of the seismic signal can be predicted. As riverbed stress is the main parameter that controls the absolute amplitude of the signal, this suggests that seismic observations can be used to invert for bed stress on the basis of this framework. Such a seismic monitoring technique is particularly promising for torrential steep rivers, where significant erosion rates, bedload transport, and channel migration cause direct and continuous measurements of water flow depth and riverbed stress to be particularly challenging. For now, given the order of magnitude uncertainty in current model predictions, we expect a factor of 1.5 uncertainty in flow depth estimates (or a factor of 1.2 in bed shear stress estimates) from seismic observations.
Besides the main and direct applications of the proposed theory to isolate the bedload-induced component of seismic noise by removing water flow-induced noise or to invert for flow depth or bed shear stress if these are unknown, the framework proposed in this study applied to specific seismic deployments may be used to better constrain the physics of the force fluctuations generated by the turbulent flow. In particular, this study relied on the various components of the fluctuating forces on a given grain all have similar amplitudes and spectral scaling. Moreover, we assumed that these force fluctuations are independent of each other. One could tackle the validity of these assumptions by using seismic noise correlations from dense seismic networks deployed along rivers. Such a study would allow one to relocate the turbulent flow sources and separate the contributions of the different turbulent forces applied in the different directions in generating seismic noise. When combined with accurate knowledge of ground seismic properties, such a deployment could allow the inversion of the entire spectral signature of the three components of force.
More generally, we find that interpreting the PSDs recorded at a given seismic station directly in terms of a source signature can be misleading, since the path effect associated with surface wave propagation strongly modifies the signal. Since seismic parameters play an important role in the model predictions, we encourage future seismological studies of rivers to investigate local ground properties from active (or passive) seismic experiments, without which quantitative interpretations of seismic signals will be limited. In cases where there is sufficiently complete knowledge of the ground seismic properties, the combination of the model proposed in this study with the bedload modeling framework proposed by Tsai et al. [2012] promises new and quantitative insights into the interplay between the local mechanical processes acting at the grain scale and channel morphology evolution.
Notation
A
Section area of the spherical riverbed grains (m 2 ) (A = A ⊥ = A ∕∕ ) A ⊥ Grain section area normal to the flow direction (m 2 ) (defined in equation (1)) A ∥ Grain section area along the flow direction (m 2 ) (defined in equation (1)) c̄u Coefficient relating the average flow velocityū 2 with the bed shear velocity u * (dimensionless) (see equation (8)) c Coefficient relating the turbulent flow velocity u 2 with the bed shear velocity u * (dimensionless) (see equation (9)) C Instantaneous fluid-grain friction coefficient under the isotropic conditions used (dimensionless) (see equation (27), C = 0.5 is used) C 1 ; C L Instantaneous lift coefficient (dimensionless) (defined in equation (2)) C 2 ; C D Instantaneous drag coefficient (dimensionless) (defined in equation (2)) C 3 ; C C Instantaneous cross-stream coefficient (dimensionless) C D Average drag coefficient (dimensionless) (defined in equation (1)) C L Average lift coefficient (dimensionless) (defined in equation (1)) dA Subarea of A on which an incremental force is defined (m 2 ) (defined in equation (20)) df Frequency band centered around frequency f (Hz) dF 2 Incremental instantaneous drag force acting on area dA (N) (defined in equation (21)) 10.1002/2014JF003201 dF ′ 2
Incremental fluctuating drag force acting on area dA (N) (defined in equation (22)) dF 2 Incremental average drag force acting on area dA (N) (defined in equation (22)) D Grain diameter (m) (see Figure 1 ) D 50 Median grain size (m) (see Figure 1 , see Table 1 for values used in model predictions) E u 2 PSD of streamwise velocities in wave number domain (m 2 s −2 (1/m) −1 ) (defined in equation (16) Corner frequency of the transfer function fl (Hz) (see equation (28))
Instantaneous fluid force applied along direction i (see equation (3))
Instantaneous drag force (N) (defined in equation (2)) F
Fluctuating drag force (N) (defined in equation (2)) F D Average drag force (N) (defined in equation (1)) F L Average lift force (N) (defined in equation (1)) g Acceleration due to gravity (m s −2 ) (set to 9.81 m s −2 ) G pi Green's function for a force applied along direction i and ground displacement along direction p (N −1 m) (defined in equation (3), formalized in section 2.3) H Depth of flow (m) (see Table 1 )
Reference depth of flow (m) (see Figure 9 ) I 1 Energy integral of the Rayleigh surface wave (kg) (defined in equation (35) (defined in equation (7), formalized in equation (47)) P T j w p PSD of ground velocity predicted at Hance Rapids along direction p for flow forces integrated over a unit length of transect T j (m 1 s −2 Hz −1 ) (defined in equation (48)) (defined in equation (7), formalized in equation (43) Rayleigh wave eigenfunction of horizontal displacement (m) (see equation (34)) GIMBERT ET AL.
©2014. American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved. (7), formalized in equation (32)) S g F i PSD of flow forces acting along direction i and on a given grain g (N 2 Hz −1 ) (defined in equation (6), formalized in equation (27) Average streamwise velocities (m s −1 ) (defined in section 2.1, formulated in equation (8)) u * Bed shear velocity (m s −1 ) (defined in equation (8), formalized in equation (41)) u g p Ground velocity generated along direction p by fluid forces acting on grain g (m s −1 ) (defined in equation (3) Elevation within the roughness layer (m) (see Figure 1 ) X dA 1
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Coordinate of the center of subarea dA (m) (see equation (21)) X r 1
D
Function that accounts for the modulation of ground motion power by grain size (m 2 ) (see equation (44)) Function that accounts for the modulation of ground motion power by the geometrical spreading and inelastic attenuation of the ground (dimensionless) (see equation (44)) River slope angle (degree) (see Table 1 Standard deviation of the equivalent normal distribution of the log-raised cosine distribution (dimensionless) (see Tsai et al. [2012] )
Turbulence intensity along direction i (m s −1 ) (see equation (9) Cospectral density of force time series applied at two different locations a and b over a given grain (N 2 /Hz) (defined in equation (23)) * Shields stress (dimensionless) (see equation (47)) * c
Critical value of Shields stress (dimensionless) (see equation (47)) * c50
Critical value of Shields stress for grain size D 50 (dimensionless) (see equation (47)) Source-station azimuth (radian) (see equation (34)) ℘ Turbulent production rate (J kg −1 s −1 ) (defined in equation (10)) fl Fluid admittance or transfer function between fluid velocity spectrum and pressure spectrum (dimensionless) (defined in equation (28)) Exponent of the power law variation of Rayleigh wave velocities with frequency (see equation (39), set to 0.48) Function that accounts for the modulation of ground power by flow velocity changes operating within the bed roughness with changes of apparent roughness of the flow (dimensionless) (see equation (33)) 
